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**Unable to get unlimited-content-hosts value for host collection**

06/29/2015 02:57 PM - Adam Price
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**Bugzilla link:** 1214675

**Description**

Cloned from https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1214675

Description of problem:

I'm trying to get host collection's 'unlimited-content-hosts' parameter value. When creating host collection, 'unlimited-content-hosts' can be set to either 'true' or 'false', but it looks like there is no way to verify what value was set - hammer's 'host-collection info' command doesn't return it.

Version-Release number of selected component (if applicable):

Satellite 6.1.0 Beta

How reproducible:

Always

Steps to Reproduce:

1. hammer host-collection create --name test123 --organization-id 1 --unlimited-content-hosts true
2. hammer -u admin -p changeme host-collection info --name test123 --organization-id 1

Actual results:

| ID: | 1 |
| Name: | test123 |

Limit:

Description:

Total Content Hosts: 0
Max Content Hosts:

Expected results:

| ID: | 1 |
| Name: | test123 |

Limit:

Description:

Total Content Hosts: 0
Max Content Hosts:

Unlimited Content Hosts: true

Additional info:

If I run 'hammer host-collection create --name test123 --organization-id 1 --unlimited-content-hosts false', 'Max Content Hosts' value will still be empty, so I can't check whether unlimited-content-hosts is set by 'Max Content Hosts' field.

**Associated revisions**

**Revision 6e3a67d8 - 07/06/2015 10:10 AM - Adam Price**

fixes #10948 - fix text for Limit field, BZ 1214675

**Revision 9070a86a - 07/06/2015 10:31 AM - Adam Price**

Merge pull request #301 from komidore64/bz1214675

fixes #10948 - fix text for Limit field, BZ 1214675

01/21/2016
Revision d1da84ba - 08/06/2015 12:47 PM - Adam Price
refs #10948 - accounting for unlimited_content_hosts=false, BZ1214675

Revision 86a1227b - 08/14/2015 03:30 PM - Adam Price
Merge pull request #5397 from komidore64/rm10948-unlimited-content-hosts
refs #10948 - accounting for unlimited_content_hosts=false, BZ1214675

History

#1 - 06/29/2015 03:01 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/Katello/hammer-cli-katello/pull/301 added

#2 - 07/06/2015 10:13 AM - Eric Helms
- Release set to Katello 2.3.0
- Triaged changed from No to Yes

#3 - 07/06/2015 11:01 AM - Anonymous
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:hammer-cli-katello|6e3a67d8f7b742f77e1bdc4fb96e50cd7cb5b960.